Blockchains store a massive amount of heterogeneous data which will only grow in time. When searching for data on the Ethereum platform, one is required to either access the records (blocks) directly by using a unique identifier, or sequentially search several records to find the desired information. Therefore, we propose the Ethereum Query Language (EQL), a query language that allows users to retrieve information from the blockchain by writing SQL-like queries. The queries provide a rich syntax to specify data elements to search information scattered through several records. We claim that EQL makes it easier to search, acquire, format, and present information from the blockchain.
that append new information to the current state of the blockchain. Transactions are packed into blocks and the blocks are linked in a sequence forming a chain. Thus, the name blockchain.
Ethereum [5] is a popular blockchain platform that is capable of executing Turing-complete programs, called Smart Contracts [10] . Ethereum also has its own cryptocurrency for monetary interactions, called Ether [5] .
Ethereum and other blockchains store a massive amount of heterogeneous data. Ethereum is estimated to have approximately 300GB of data [1] . Retrieving information from this massive data is not an easy task. Moreover, the Ethereum platform only allows direct access to its first-class data elements, which includes blocks, transactions, accounts, and contracts [5] . Therefore, if we search for a particular information inside a data element, we would need a unique identifier (i.e., either the number or its hash) to access the block containing such information. Another alternative would be to direct access one block and sequentially access its parents to search for a data. Moreover, the information returned by the Ethereum platform when we access its blocks is encoded into a JSON-like structure that we need to interpret to acquire a specific item. Therefore, the Ethereum platform does not provide a semantic way to search for information and neither an easy form to present such information.
For example, let's consider a blockchain application that manages a custom cryptocurrency controlled by a single person (i.e., an owner). 1 The owner needs to look for suspicious and possible malicious behavior in the history of one specific account. Currently, the owner would have two options to gather that account's data: (i) direct access each block with the specific information, which would require for the owner to know beforehand the blocks' hashes or numbers; or (ii) access the most recent block and sequentially search every parent block for any information related to the account. After the owner acquires the information he still needs to extract it from the stored representation and reformat it for a better visualization.
In a classical database, when we need to search for a particular information, we usually write a query to fetch, present, filter, and format such information. Database query languages like SQL provide a rich syntax to describe the data we want to acquire from the database. Since blockchain can be considered a database, it would be better if we could use a similar way to fetch information inside the blocks. In this paper, we propose the Ethereum Query Language (EQL), a query language that enables its users to acquire information in the blockchain by writing SQL-like queries. Our goal is to provide an easier way to fetch, format, and present information extracted from the blockchain database.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 present basic concepts on Structured Query Language and Ethereum smart contracts. Section 3 describes the problems and challenges to search and retrieve information from the blockchain. Section 4 present EQL along with its syntax, examples, internal structure (indexes), and limitations. In Section 5, we show a preliminary evaluation describing the performance of EQL queries. In Section 6, we present related work in blockchain. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and outlines future work ideas.
BACKGROUND
In this section, we present basic concepts on Structured Query Language (Section 2.1), and Ethereum Smart Contracts (Section 2.2).
Structured Query Language
Structure Query Language (SQL) is considered the standard relational database language [4, 14] . Even though SQL is well established as a query language, it can also perform other operations such as manipulating data or specifying integrity constraints. The commercial success of relational databases is greatly due to SQL being a well-adopted standard [4] .
In SQL, the "SELECT" statement is used to query data (i.e., retrieve information) [14] . Basically, a "SELECT" query consists of the clauses: select, from, where, group by, and order by. The select clause specifies what to show from the query results; the from clauses defines which tables to gather the data; the where clause defines a condition the information must satisfy to be returned as a result; the group by clause groups the gathered data based on a condition; and finally, the order by clause specifies how the query orders its results.
We based our proposed query language on SQL, due to its popularity and broad user base. More specifically, our queries use an adapted form of the "SELECT" statement.
Ethereum Smart Contracts
Smart contracts are programs that are executed in the blockchain platform [8, 10] . A smart contract is like a class; it contains attributes and functions, and it can use inheritance on other contracts [7] . The correct execution of smart contracts, as well as their resulting states, is ensured by a consensus protocol [10] . Solidity [7] is the primary language to specify smart contracts in the Ethereum blockchain. Since the Ethereum platform is Turing-complete, contracts can define any rules by using the Solidity language.
Solidity is a high-level language based on JavaScript, C++, and Phyton [7] . The contracts written in Solidity are compiled into a specific bytecode to run on the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). A compiled contract can be deployed into the Ethereum blockchain by executing a special transaction that allocates an address to it [2] . This address is a 160-bit unique identifier that references the contract. Once deployed, a contract can be executed remotely by client applications.
Listing 1 shows a Solidity contract example (adapted from the subcurrency example on the Solidity documentation [7] ) that manages a simple cryptocurrency controlled by a single person. The contract stores the balances of its accounts using a "mapping" (line 7) that works like a hash table by mapping blockchain addresses to unsigned integers. The constructor (lines 13-15) stores the address of who deployed the contract (i.e., the owner of this contract instance). Only the owner can call the function "mint" (lines 18-21), which creates new coins for a specific account. The function "send" (lines 24-30) allows the caller of this function to transfer his coins to another account, provided that the caller has sufficient funds for such operation. 
PROBLEM
In this section, we describe in more detail the problems and challenges when trying to acquire data from a blockchain. Although our research is focused on Ethereum, such problems are also present on other blockchain platforms as well.
Massive Data
Blockchain databases already possess a massive amount of data. For example, Ethereum is estimated to have approximately 300GB of data [1] . Moreover, Ethereum processed, on average, 876K transactions per day in December of 2017 ( Figure 1 ). Since the data in the blockchain cannot be deleted, the number of recorded transactions will only grow in time. In this context, older information could get overwhelmed by new transactions. Indeed, the common expression "looking for a needle in a haystack" could be updated to "looking for a hash in a blockchain". 
Heterogeneous Data
Blockchain not only stores a great amount of data but also manages a mixture of first-class elements such as transactions, blocks, accounts, and smart contracts. Data elements are represented as transactions, which are bundled into a storage element (blocks). Smart contracts are programming elements that manage data and function, and accounts are elements to represent users. All of the first-class elements (blocks, transactions, etc.) are different but interrelated by hashes. Even though Ethereum allows access to any of its first-class elements, the heterogeneity of the elements (each one with different meaning and high-level representation) complicates the acquisition of information.
Direct Access
In general, blockchains only allow direct access to its elements by using a unique identifier. This identifier is a hash number that is generated for every first-class element stored in the blockchain [3] .
The Ethereum platform, in particular, can also use a unique number (related to the order of the element) to access blocks and transactions [6] . In this scenario, a user only needs to provide a hash to the API to invoke the specific fetch method to acquire the desired element (e.g., block, transaction, contract). From the API point-of-view, this is a good solution because it is fast, simple, and possesses very little overhead. However, this direct access by hash can lead to the following issues when we consider the user's point-of-view:
• Hash Storage. Since the user needs the hash to fetch the information, he/she is also required to store the hash, someway, if he/she wants to acquire the same information later. Otherwise, the user will lose the key to access the desired information in the future. This problem increases when the user needs to "remember" multiple hashes for later use. In such case, a secondary private database is required to store all hashes with related meta-data to retrieve the information from the blockchain in the future.
• Sequential Access. If the user loses the hash, he/she can still find the relevant data by performing a sequential access in the blockchain. In Ethereum, it is possible to start at the most recent block and sequentially access the blocks parents.
Since Ethereum blocks can also be fetched by their number (and not only the hash), a user could also access a sequence of blocks by just incrementing or decrementing the block number. Sequential access is also useful when a user needs to search for information scattered around multiple blocks. Searching for information in a sequential way is not efficient. Moreover, it is noteworthy that each block access is a remote procedure call (RPC), which may hinder the performance of any sequential search.
Data Opaqueness
In order to give users flexibility, Ethereum stores arbitrary information (e.g., contracts, transactions) with a generic representation. Therefore, the stored data is opaque, since there is no meta-data describing the information and neither a simple way to know what was recorded. This opaqueness is useful and even necessary from the Ethereum standpoint because it reduces the data representation size and allows the storage of arbitrary structures and behaviors. On the other hand, the opaqueness overcomplicates searching for information, since a user needs to access generic representations without any knowledge of its content.
ETHEREUM QUERY LANGUAGE
In this section, we describe the Ethereum Query Language (EQL) version 0.8, a query language designed to acquire information from the blockchain. 2 EQL is publicly available on GitHub. 3 We highlight the following benefits of using EQL to fetch information from blockchain: (i) describe structural and semantic filters to query for information; (ii) reformat and transform the acquired data; (iii) order the query results; and (iv) limit the amount of results returned.
Syntax
EQL syntax is based on the SQL language. The idea is to allow users to write queries as close to SQL as possible to facilitate the adoption of EQL since SQL is a very popular language [4, 14] .
Listing 2 shows the main elements of the EQL syntax. The syntax is described using EBNF (Extended Backus-Naur Form), we did not format the terminals identifier and number in double-quotes to highlight that they are not literals. We omitted the Expression rule to not clutter the specification, but it follows a similar structure of SQL expressions. As we can see from Listing 2, the syntax for EQL queries is very similar to the "Select" statement from the SQL language. The EQL "Select" statement consists of the following clauses: select, from, where, order by, and limit. Only the select and from clauses are required, the others are optional clauses. We also like to highlight that EQL similarly to SQL is also case-insensitive. Unlike SQL, the EQL "Select" statement does not have a group by clause. 4
Listing 2: EQL grammar in EBNF format

Examples
We present a few examples of queries written in EQL. In the current version of EQL, we are able to query blocks and transactions. Querying for information inside contracts (i.e., contract attributes or functions) is not yet supported by our implementation.
Listing 3 shows an example that query over blocks. In this query, the from clause (line 2) gathers data from all blocks (ethereum.blocks) using the alias "block" to reference them. The select clause (line 1) specifies the query results will show the block's parent number, its own hash, timestamp, number, and amount of transactions inside the block. The where clause (line 3) filters the blocks to fetch only those with a timestamp between 2016-01-01 and today, the block must also have more than ten transactions packed into it. The order by clause (line 4) arrange the results in descending order by how many transactions are inside each block. Finally, we use the limit clause (line 5) restricts our results to show only the first 100 blocks. Figure 2 shows the top-20 results formatted for a better visualization from the query (Listing 3). Figure 3 shows a raw representation of the same top-20 results.
Figure 2: EQL Block Query Example Results (Formatted Representation)
Listing 4 shows a query example that searches for transactions. The from clause (line 2) determinates that the data will come from every Ethereum transaction (ethereum.transactions) using the alias "transaction". The select clause (line 1) will show as result the transaction timestamp, the hash from the account that initiated the transaction, the hash to the account that received this transaction, and the amount moved by this transaction multiplied by 0.1. We used the multiplication to show that EQL can transform the resulting data on its select clause by using simple expressions. The where clause (line 3) stipulates that only the transactions with a timestamp greater than 2018-01-01; the clause also restricts the
Figure 3: EQL Block Query Example Results (Raw Representation)
results to the accounts with a balance greater than 100 ether that initiated the transaction. The order by clause (line 4) arrange the results in descending order by the balance on the account receiving the transaction. Finally, the limit clause (line 5) limits the results to fetch only the first ten transactions. Figure 4 shows the results formatted for a better visualization of the query described in Listing 4.
Listing 4: EQL Transaction Query Example
Figure 4: EQL Transaction Query Example Results
Collections and Objects
In EQL, a collection is a semantic representation of queried data. More specifically, collections are used in the from clause as they represent the data we are searching. The EQL language have four predefined collections: ethereum.blocks, ethereum.transactions, ethereum.accounts, and ethereum.contracts. Each one of those collections represents all first-class elements from a particular type (blocks, transactions, accounts, or contracts). It is possible to create custom collections from a subset of another one. EQL also supports "views" similar to SQL.
When we retrieve information from a collection of blocks, the result will be presented as block objects. As we shown in Listing 3, Ethereum blocks have attributes related to their storage structure. Blocks queried by EQL have the following attributes:
• number: integer, the block's number.
• hash: hash (binary 32 bytes), the block's hash.
• parentHash: hash, the parent's block hash.
• parent: block, the parent's block (EQL automatically fetches the parent information using the hash). • nonce: integer, the proof-of-work nonce value.
• timestamp: timestamp, the unix timestamp when the block was created. • size: integer, the size of the block in bytes.
• miner: address (binary 20 bytes), the account who mined this block. • difficulty: integer, the proof-of-work difficulty for this block.
• totalDifficulty: integer, the total difficulty of the chain until this block. • gasLimit: integer, the maximum gas allowed in the block.
• gasUsed: integer, the total gas used by all transactions in this block. • extraData: binary variable size, a general field to contain extra data for the block. • transactionsRoot: hash, the first transaction on this block.
• transactionsHashes: set of hashes, the hashes from the transactions on this block.
• transactions: set of transactions, the transactions in this block. • amountOfTransactions: integer, the number of transactions in this block. • uncleHashes: set of hashes, the uncles 5 hashes.
• uncles: set of blocks, the uncles' blocks.
In the above attributes, the ones that are a set (e.g., transactions) can be called as a function passing the index as parameter. In this case, the function returns only the element at the specified index (or null if the index is out of bounds). For example, block.transactions (3) would return the third transaction in the current block.
Transaction objects have a different representation. It is noteworthy to mention that while a block contains many transactions, a transaction object is contained inside a single block. In EQL, transaction objects have the following attributes:
• hash: hash, the transaction's hash.
• nonce: integer, the nonce of the sender account (i.e., for accounts the nonce counts the number of transactions it created; it is a form to avoid double spending). • blockHash: hash, the block's hash.
• blockNumber: integer, the block's number.
• block: block, the block that contains this transaction.
• transactionIndex: integer, the transaction's index position in the block. • fromHash: address, the address from the account that initiated this transaction (i.e., the sender). • from: account, the sender's account.
• toHash: address, the address of the receiver of this transaction. • to: account, the account of the receiver of this transaction.
• value: integer, the amount transfered in Wei.
• gasPrice: integer, the gas price set by the sender in Wei.
• gas: integer, gas consumed by this transaction.
• input: binary variable size, the data send along with the transaction. • timestamp: timestamp, the unix timestamp when the transaction was created.
Accounts are a simple object that have the following attributes in EQL:
• address: address, the account's address.
• name: string, the account's name.
• balance: integer, the amount of cryptocurrency (in Wei) on this account.
EQL have limitations when dealing with contracts (described in more detail at Section 4.5). A contract object is a special type of an account. In the current version, contracts have the following attributes:
• address: address, the contract's address.
• name: string, the contract's name.
• balance: integer, the amount of cryptocurrency (in Wei) on this contract. • bytecode: binary variable size, the contract code.
Indexes
Internally, our implementation of EQL relies on indexes to increase its performance when querying data. Since each access to the blockchain to fetch data is a remote call, any form of optimization can improve the time required to acquire and present data.
An index is a summarization of data stored into a structure that improves the performance of retrieval operations. The basic idea is to allow a more efficient search into the database. In our particular case, we index blockchain data (e.g., blocks, transactions) with its related hash to speed up fetching data.
For EQL, we implemented a Binary Search Tree (BST) to serve as the index structure. The BST employs a two-dimensional array where the first dimension of each entry is used for storing the property value, and the second dimension is used for storing a set of hashes to the elements that correspond to this specific value. We chose this implementation because of its simplicity for selecting an interval of indexes in any comparison operation, such as "greater than", "lesser than". We acknowledge that BST has a high storage requirement. However, we wanted a simple and fast solution to our first implementation of EQL. Moreover, EQL builds its indexes automatically, without the need for user interaction.
Limitation
The current version of the EQL implementation (version 0.8) has some limitations. First, we are not able to search inside contract attributes when querying. We are still able to query blocks and transactions that were created to record a smart contract attribute change. However, we would need to use the information on blocks and transactions to find information related to contracts. We are working to circumvent this limitation and offer contract querying on the next release of EQL.
A second limitation is also related to smart contracts. We are unable to use smart contract functions on EQL expressions. Since, smart contracts store not only data but also functional behavior, it might be necessary to execute a contract function to properly query for contract information. We acknowledge that allowing users to call any contract function could lead to performance bottlenecks, security issues, and re-triggering the contract. Therefore, we plan to allow "read-only" type of smart contract functions in EQL expressions.
Another limitation is that we placed a maximum upper bound on the number of results returned by EQL. Even though, the limit clause is optional, our implementation will always return at maximum 1000 results because of memory constraints. Although we have no plans to allow unlimited results being returned, we are working to use an "offset" definition on the query so that a user can retrieve bigger results in installments.
The lack of group by clause in EQL is also another limitation. This hinders the expressiveness of the EQL language as we cannot perform aggregation queries. We are working to add group by and aggregate functions in a future version of EQL.
PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
As a preliminary form of evaluation, we tested the performance of EQL on retrieving information. We compared EQL against using a driver 6 to direct access the information inside the blockchain. We are using the direct access as a baseline for comparison since it is not possible for EQL (or any approach) to perform better than direct access.
For the evaluation, we employed direct access to fetch 100 randomly selected blocks. Then, we used the EQL query shown in Listing 3 (Section 4.2) to fetch 100 blocks. First, we executed both retrieval operations with an empty cache. Second, we repeated the same operations to verify how both would perform when the searched information is already in the cache. It is noteworthy that the driver we used for direct access maintains a cache to improve its performance, and it is not a standard feature of direct accessing Ethereum. Table 1 shows the performance comparison between both approaches without and with information on the cache. Table 1 measures the time (average, standard deviation, mode, maximum, and minimum) to fetch one block in milliseconds. We were not able to calculate the standard deviation for the cached execution because the numbers were too small. As we can see from Table 1 , when both approaches do not use cached information, direct access is much faster than EQL. This is expected because direct access is fetching blocks directly using their hashes, while EQL is searching for information inside the blocks (i.e., the timestamp and number of transactions as defined in the query in Listing 3) to see which ones will return as the query result. When the information being searched is already cached then both approaches reach similar results.
RELATED WORK
Porru et al. [13] acknowledge the need to create and adapt tools and techniques for blockchain-oriented software (BOS). The authors define the term BOS as a software that interacts with blockchain. Basically, they discuss the software engineering issues when dealing with BOS. The authors first present challenges on the state-of-art BOS; second they analyse 1184 GitHub projects using blockchain; and finally, they propose ideas for research on BOS. Even though the authors present very interesting research possibilities, they did not foresee research in query languages for blockchain.
Bartoletti et al. [1] propose a framework for blockchain analytics coded as a Scala library. Their framework works on both Ethereum and BitCoin platform and it employs a general-purpose abstraction 6 The driver used for direct accessing the blockchain is also publicly available on GitHub at https://github.com/sbragagnolo/Fog (verified 2018-03-08). layer to promote reuse. One great feature of the authors' framework is the ability to integrate data from other sources besides blockchain, such as a NoSQL database. The authors contrast their framework features against five other tools, but they do not conduct a performance comparison. This work is interesting because the authors combine blockchain data with a secondary database. We have plans to incorporate in EQL the capabilities to join blockchain data and a secondary database on the query.
Kalodner et al. [9] implement an open-source blockchain analysis platform, called BlockSci. Their platform comes with many tools and features to better help with the analysis. For instance, the authors' claim it is 15 to 600 times faster than other tools. They support the following blockchains: BitCoin, LiteCoin, Namecoin, and Zcash. Similarly to EQL, BlockSci also uses indexes in its implementation. Unlike EQL, BlockSci indexes are stored in SQLite database. Moreover, the authors claimed that many analyses do not require indexes at all. This contrasts with EQL, which indexes are essential to speed up the retrieval performance. Although BlockSci provides a better visualization and navigation on blockchain data, it does not provides an easy way to search or filter information.
There are many researches towards security on blockchains and smart contracts. Luu et al. [10] analyses the security flaws in Ethereum smart contracts. The authors identified security problems and possible ways of attack by exploiting smart contracts. Then, the authors formalize solutions for the identified security issues. They also implement a tool that checks for problematic code on a smart contract. Their tool processed over 19K Ethereum contracts and found unsecured coding practices on approximately 8K of them.
Juels et al. [8] investigate what they called, criminal smart contracts (CSC). CSC is a contract that facilitates illicit activities and rewards those interacting with it. The authors create their own CSC as a proof of concept. They also propose countermeasures against CSC which could help the blockchain community prevent CSC proliferation. Some of the described criminal activities could be more easily caught by querying blockchain data.
CONCLUSION
The amount of data stored in blockchain is massive and that data is also heterogeneous and opaque. Moreover, the Ethereum platform only allows direct or sequential access to its blocks. In this context, searching for information inside the blockchain is a challenging task because we must sequentially access a huge amount of opaque data. To help in this challenge, we proposed EQL, a query language that allows users to retrieve information by writing SQLlike queries. Our implementation of EQL automates the task of sequentially searching into generic opaque structures, and provides an easier way to specify the information we want to acquire in a higher abstraction level. Although the current implementation (version 0.8) still shows limitations when dealing with smart contract information, we are able to fetch records related to contracts but only in the form of blocks or transactions.
We tested the performance of EQL against direct accessing blocks for a baseline comparison. As expected, EQL is much slower when the information is not cached (average of 159 milliseconds to fetch a block) than direct access (average 5.88 milliseconds to fetch a block). However, when the information being searched is already cached, then EQL reach similar results to direct access (average of 0.04 milliseconds to fetch a block). Even though using EQL can take longer than direct access, the goal is to help users who cannot directly access their information and need to search for it in the blockchain. Since EQL automates the searching task, it simplifies information retrieval for Ethereum.
For future work, our first priority is to tackle the limitations of the implemented version of EQL, especially to support smart contract querying. Moreover, we plan to add support to group by clauses and aggregate functions as well. We are also planning to create a tool to write queries and show results based on SQL database tools (e.g., MySQL Workbench). Another future work idea is to perform a more in-depth performance evaluation, and also a user feedback evaluation on EQL. Moreover, we plan to allow EQL to merge blockchain data and data from other sources (e.g., NoSQL database, relational database) when presenting results.
